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DORTMUND: Real Madrid’s Cristiano Ronaldo, second right rear, jumps to block the ball from a free kick by Dortmund’s Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang, front right, and Dortmund’s Gonzalo Castro, front left, during a Champions
League Group H soccer match between Borussia Dortmund and Real Madrid at the BVB stadium in Dortmund, Germany, yesterday. — AP

DORTMUND: Cristiano Ronaldo marked his 150th
European game with two goals as Real Madrid sealed a
3-1 victory at Borussia Dortmund yesterday to top
their Champions League group.  Ronaldo claimed two
second-half goals after Gareth Bale’s stunning early
volley gave Real the lead at Dortmund’s Signal Iduna
Park The Germans fought back when Pierre-Emerick
Aubameyang finally netted with just over half an hour
left, but there was to be no repeat of last year’s 2-2
draw in Dortmund between the teams.

This is the first time Dortmund have lost at home
to Real in seven European games while holders
Madrid have now scored in 38 successive Champion
League games. “We knew after so many years we’d
finally win here and today was the day,” said Real cap-
tain Sergio Ramos, who was lucky not to have given
away a first-half penalty after replays showed the ball

touched his hand.  “It was tough but we showed our
personality and authority.

“We’re on the right track after all that’s been said.
“We want to rediscover our best and I think tonight was
a step in the right direction. “In the Champions League
it is important to win with authority and we did that.”

The result leaves Real top of Group H, just ahead of
Tottenham Hotspur, who beat APOEL 3-0 away, with
Dortmund third and six points adrift of Spurs, who they
also lost 3-1 to in London.

Having also netted twice against APOEL, Ronaldo has
now scored four goals in just two Champions League
games this season.  He marked his 400th appearance for
Madrid in total with another pair to leave him with 411
goals in the famous white shirt.  “Real were simply ruth-
less and used their chances,” said Dortmund midfielder
Gonzalo Castro.

“We had the chance to make it 1-1, but instead we
went 2-0 down and then it is always hard against Real.”
Dortmund should have been awarded a penalty with
13 minutes gone when Sergio Ramos cleared
Maximilian Philipp’s shot off the line and the ball
deflected off his hand.

Andrey Yarmolenko’s initial cross sailed tantalisingly
over the head of Borussia’s top-scorer Aubameyang in
the build up.  Real took the lead three minutes later
when right-back Daniel Carvajal whipped in a cross and
Bale’s nonchalant volley sailed  over Dortmund goal-
keeper Roman Burki for a stunning goal. With half an
hour gone, Dortmund turned the screw with Carvajal
having to rescue Real by whipping the ball off
Aubameyang’s toes with the Gabon striker bearing
down on goal. 

Aubameyang had the ball in the net on 38 minutes,

when he spun and fired home Lukasz Piszczek’s pass,
but the goal was ruled offside as it stayed 1-0 to Real at
the break. Real lived dangerously after the break when
Mario Goetze tried to find Aubameyang, but centre-
back Raphael Varane cleared the danger.  The Spanish
giants doubled their lead on 49 minutes when Ronaldo
met Bale’s inch-perfect cross.

Dortmund pulled a goal back on 54 minutes when
Aubameyang slipped his marker to convert Gonzalo
Castro’s cross, then hit the side netting as Borussia
pushed for the equaliser. With 15 minutes left, Burki had
to push Isco’s shot around the post as Real kept the
pressure.

Ronaldo, who was left in acres of space, settled the
tie by blasting home Luka Modric’s cross on 79 minutes
with Madrid’s third goal on the break to take the game
out of Dortmund’s grasp. — AFP

Ronaldo nets twice as Real win in Dortmund

NICOSIA: A Harry Kane hat-trick saw
Spurs notch their second win in as
many games in Group H of the
Champions League, beating Cypriot
champions APOEL Nicosia 3-0 in
Cyprus yesterday.

With the Premier League side miss-
ing the creative spark of both Christian
Eriksen and Dele Alli, it was down to
the English striker to pick up the slack,
and despite a spirited effort from the
home side, Spurs ran out easy winners.

Apoel started shakily and could have
been behind on more than one occa-
sion, Heung-Min Son missing the best
chance for Spurs when he headed over
unmarked from five yards out.  The
Cypriots slowly grew into the game,
striking the bar and coming inches
from opening the scoring themselves,
following a calamitous clearance from
Tottenham goakeeper Hugo Lloris just
after the half-hour mark. 

But it was Spurs who went ahead in
the 38th minute when Kane finished
coolly after he was left unmarked, 18
yards out. He was expertly found by

Toby Alderweireld, placing the ball
past the on-rushing Boy Waterman,
despite appeals for offside from the
home side. Lloris was forced into his
first meaningful save in the 47th
minute when he was equal to
Hungarian forward Roland Sallai’s vol-
ley from just inside the penalty area. 

The French number one was tested
again shortly after, this time by the live-
ly Stathis Aloneftis,  who was put
through by Nuno Morais down the left.
His high shot was tipped over by Lloris.

Spurs doubled their lead and Kane
got his second in the 62nd minute
when Moussa Sissoko found the for-
ward on the edge of the box and the
Englishman made no mistake with his
right foot.  Kane completed his ‘perfect’
hat-trick five minutes later by heading
in a Kieran Trippier cross from the right
to seal the win for Spurs.

Tottenham now have six points,
along with Real Madrid who beat
Borussia Dortmund 3-1 in Germany.
Both APOEL and Dortmund remain
without any points.  —  Reuters

Kane hat-trick seals
easy victory for
Spurs in Cyprus

MANCHESTER: Kevin De Bruyne’s superb
strike and a late Raheem Sterling goal main-
tained Manchester City’s impressive form in a
2-0 Champions League win over Shakhtar
Donetsk yestersday.  De Bruyne struck in the
49th minute with a magnificent 20-yard strike
into the top right-hand corner of the Shakhtar
goal after David Silva’s run had ended with
the Spaniard teeing up the opening.

It was the Belgian’s first goal of City’s free-
scoring season - a reflection of his new, deep-
er role under Pep Guardiola - but certainly a
goal worth waiting for given its quality.
Although City striker Sergio Aguero failed
with a penalty, Sterling’s 89th minute finish
from 12 yards, after a sprint and cross from fel-
low substitute Bernardo Silva, spared his
team-mate’s blushes and wrapped up the
points at Eastlands.

Aguero could have doubled the lead, and
equalled City’s club record of 177 goals current-
ly held by Eric Brook in the 1930s, after Leroy
Sane was brought down by Ivan Ordets after 71
minutes. But Aguero hit his spot kick too close
to goalkeeper Andriy Pyatov who dived smartly
to his right to keep out the effort.

A game which featured eight Brazilians -
five of them from Shakhtar - and just three
English players predictably provided plenty of
entertainment and admirable football, even if
goals were hard to come by.  Both sides had
good opportunities to break the first half
deadlock, Shakhtar ’s best falling to the
Brazilian Fred on 11 minutes as he appeared

on the end of a flowing move to ghost clean
through on goal,  only for countryman
Fernandinho to make a superb covering tack-
le. There was also a firm strike from Marlos
who forced City goalkeeper Ederson into the
game’s first meaningful save as he dived
sharply to his right.

BREATHTAKING 
But most of the other promising moments

came from the hosts, looking unstoppable in
a recent five-game spell which had seen them
score 22 goals.  De Bruyne, one of many of the
crop of City stars in a rich vein of form, unex-
pectedly missed the target, shooting wide
after a Gabriel Jesus pass had slipped him
through. And Sane first tested Pyatov with a
low shot from the edge of the area then
worked his way skilfully through a couple of
unconvincing challenges before rolling a shot
inches wide of the far upright.

As the half ended, it might have appeared
that City’s record of never having experienced
a goalless draw in the 37 Champions League
group stage fixtures was under threat. But it
took just three minutes of the second half for
De Bruyne to ensure the streak would contin-
ue, a development that opened up the con-
test even further.

Sane soon tested Pyatov with a darting run
and near-post shot and it looked as if Aguero
was destined to edge a goal closer the record,
when Silva’s breathtaking chip forward
offered up a volley which the Argentinian

struck directly at the keeper.
There might have been more glory for De

Bruyne, after another penetrating run down
the left from Sane, but this time defender
Ismaily managed to block his long-range
effort. De Bruyne almost turned provider after
69 minutes with an enterprising run down the
right and perfect cross which substitute
Sterling side-footed wide on the volley.

Aguero and Sane, twice, came close in the
closing stages although the hosts also had to
sur vive a strong penalty appeal from
Shakhtar after the ball appeared to strike
John Stones’ arm. — AFP

De Bruyne rocket fires City

MANCHESTER: Manchester City’s English
defender Kyle Walker (R) clashes with Shakhtar
Donetsk’s Brazilian defender Ismaily during the
Group F football match between Manchester
City and Shakhtar Donetsk  yesterday. —  AFP


